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## How to do it... While executing the code, make sure that the following points are noted: * We will be
collecting the data on command-line execution. This can be done by using the command line arguments
passed to the container execution. * In this case, we are performing various calculations on two data sets
and then creating a new data frame and calling it `data1` using the three sets of calculations. * We are using
an array of components to create a new data frame and hence different components are used for different
operations. The following figure shows the command-line arguments for the container and their usage: The
following figure illustrates the `data1` variable, which is an array of data sets: The code is as follows:
import pandas as pd from ipywidgets import widgets #read the data into the data frame dataset = []
dataset.append(pd.read_csv('Energy_Drinking_Data_Power_Analysis_1.csv'))
dataset.append(pd.read_csv('Energy_Drinking_Data_Power_Analysis_2.csv'))
dataset.append(pd.read_csv('Energy_Drinking_Data_Power_Analysis_3.csv')) df1 =
pd.DataFrame(data=dataset,columns=['Watts','kmDriven','MPG','Cigarettes']) #classify into GOOD and
BAD data. #Remove the rows with missing values df1 = df1.dropna() #Subset the data by 'UNKN' df1 =
df1.loc[df1.groupby('UNKN')['Watts'].transform('count')==0] #Aggregate by RANK and classify into
GOOD and BAD #classify the GOOD data by RANK and return a binary data frame
df1.groupby('RANK').agg({'Watts': 'count', 'kmDriven': 'count', 'MPG':'mean', 'Cigarettes':'mean'}).reset
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